
 

 

Stockport’s Relational Round Up 
 

Welcome to June 2 of our Relational Round Up for Stockport’s children, families and schools.  
These newsletters are here to offer a regular well-being top tip for families and share good stories  

from across Stockport during our current new ways of living. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This week we explore the benefits of remaining open minded and curious in helping to keep our 
relationship with ourselves and others healthy. 

2020 continues to offer us all a rich range of 
experiences to absorb and grow through, with 
events on a national and global scale offering us 
new ways to understand our world and what it 
means to be human. 

Conversations with others around these shared 
experiences can be difficult, especially when people 
see things differently.  

 
 
We all make our own sense of our experiences in 
different ways. This is what makes our 
relationships and connections with each other 
endlessly fascinating and potentially tricky.  
 
However, if we accept that there is no ‘true’ 
version of events when more than one person is 
involved in a situation, we can find some 
reassurance in the fact that we all see things 
differently. 
 
When discussing issues such as the easing of Lockdown, whether to return to school, to open up 
restaurants or keep the 2-metre social distance rule it can be useful to remember that … 
 

 



 

 

Whilst we often have similar needs (to feel 
safe, respected, for others to be kind), 
remembering that not everyone sees things as 
we do and will have their own version of the 
truth, can help us manage the discomfort and 
struggle that comes with disagreement and 
misunderstandings.  
 

Taking time to explore and be curious about the 
perspective of another is key to helping us 
develop a fuller understanding of what has 
happened and what has led people to behave 
and make decisions that are different to yours. 
This is also key in helping to keep our 
relationships healthy. 
 

Keep being curious. By taking a step back and 
considering if an event has a different 
perspective can sometimes change our feelings 
and thus our behaviours.  Stay open minded 
and seek to understand another person’s view 
before judging their actions. 



 

 

Download copies of these posters here. 
For more ideas to help strengthen your curiosity skills have a go at this week’s Wild Well-Being 
Experience. For more inspiring wild activities take a look at our  Forest School Resources..  

 

http://www.restorativestockport.co.uk/check-ins/
https://www.behavioursupportservice.co.uk/bss-forest-school-resources/


 

 

Let’s share some good stories from our children and families in Stockport. 
 

. 
Take a listen to Bramhall High 
School’s Virtual Orchestra, who 
have recently appeared on ITVs 
Granada reports.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Some beautiful land art by pupils at 
Romiley Primary School. 

 
 
 

 

A beautiful rainbow of hope outside Didsbury Road Primary 
school. 

 
 
 
 

Watch the fantastic lip-sync and signing 
films on YouTube created by the talented 

Heaton’s School team. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We will be sending out the next Relational Round Up letter in the week beginning June 22nd. If you would like to share a good 
story or show us something that you have been creating at home in our letter please tweet to @stockportRA 

https://twitter.com/Bramhall_High/status/1270044299409883137
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDZqBSVCUa4

